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The field of civic design is a relatively unexplored domain within British cultural, political
and planning history, despite its implementation by public authorities and its
acknowledged significance to formative town planning.1 What is more, given the
determined moves circa 1900 within a number of British-controlled territories to obtain
governmental independence, art was manipulated, on the one hand, to be an authoritative
force to help maintain control over native populations and, for those seeking to remove
British sovereignty, to express local pride and notions of nationhood. This article
examines the design of the Royal College of Science and Government Buildings in
Dublin, Ireland. In doing so, it reads British–Irish opposition into the built environment.
The aim is to broaden the understanding that historians and planners have as to how
cultural, political, artistic and environmental forces interrelated with each other during an
age when, significantly, urban planning was being professionalized and diffused across the
globe and the understanding of national identity in towns and cities under British
jurisdiction was being recast.
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Introduction

The historical relationship between Britain and Ireland is widely characterized as being frosty and,
at times, hostile. Much of the popular imagery associated with the ways in which the two nations
have engaged with each other in the past draws upon metaphors of distress, dissonance and suffer-
ing. Indeed, Britain’s involvement in Ireland during the Victorian era, by and large, conjures up
scenes that centre upon the expansion of a semi-military police force as a mechanism of social
control,2 the reinforcement of rural landowners’ rights at the expense of tenants,3 the ineffective
management of poverty and disease,4 and the misery associated with the Great Famine (1845–
1852), which decimated the population, sparked mass emigration and altered the social structure
of Irish society.5 In architectural terms, the image of Victorian Ireland, at least in terms of
housing, is also far from rosy. It generally consists of representations of dreary slum housing
built in either urban or rural milieux, which, it should be noted, contrasted greatly in appearance
and quality from the refined residential terraces erected during the Georgian era.6

However, such illustrations of how Irish society and architecture developed during the 1800s
neglect many components of the country’s evolving urban and cultural scene. As Patrick
O’ Donovan (1981) has shown,7 the century bore witness to an explosion in architectural
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practice due to the widespread application of colour – ‘colour may have been a form of rebel-
lion’ as he puts it8 – and advancements in shop, church and public building design. To illustrate
this point, Belfast, then Ireland’s premier industrial centre, embarked on the construction of a
city hall, after the granting of city status in 1888.9 No Irish or British settlements were able
to match this construction in terms of scale,10 ambition or grandeur. Dublin, Ireland’s capital
city,11 also cultivated its cityscape by erecting prestigious buildings from the 1880s, such as
the National Library of Ireland and Dublin Museum of Science and Art12 on Kildare Street
(Figure 1). Flanking the forecourt of Leinster House, Dublin’s most lavish Georgian town-
house,13 Thomas Newenham Deane’s impressive library and museum edifices instantly
became prominent architectural landmarks14 and established, along with existing buildings
such as the National Gallery of Ireland and Natural History Museum, a cultural core of excep-
tional visual quality.15

Irish architectural practice and British hegemony

It is acknowledged that public architecture in Ireland has been strongly influenced by Irish
society’s relationship with other nations.16 For instance, from 1801 to 1922, between the

Figure 1. A vista along Kildare Street. The National Museum of Ireland is situated in the foreground,
while the National Library is visible in the background.
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passing of the Acts of Union until the Irish Free State,17 architectural progress was closely tied to
developments in Britain. By way of example, Classical design in Britain can be seen to have
influenced public and private building design in Belfast, Cork, Dublin18 and Limerick, while
the early-Victorian Gothic revival had a profound effect upon Irish church design in light of
Catholic Emancipation19 in the late 1820s, calling to mind designer A.W.N. Pugin’s tenet
that ‘pointed arch architecture’ had a distinct alliance with social purity20 and Catholicism.
Yet, in spite of many British architectural ideas and customs affecting design practices in
Ireland, what made the Irish urban environment and its buildings distinct from those on the
British mainland during the nineteenth century was not so much the originality of local
design but a discussion among the Irish as to their identity and the role architects should
have within the British-controlled territory in promoting ‘Irishness’. This debate, allied
closely with discourses on modern aesthetics and discomfiture with the sense of citizenship
established under British hegemony,21 came to a head in the early 1900s when a new education
building in Dublin was constructed. Originally consisting of a ‘Georgian style of work’,22

although subsequently altered to the Baroque idiom, the new edifice for the Royal College of
Science came to echo the broader debate in Irish society regarding what it meant to be Irish.

In terms of the practice of civic design,23 there are few periods as significant in Irish history
as the Edwardian period.24 The era bore witness to the opening of the largest Irish municipal
office ever built, and when examined within the narrative of Ireland’s cultural history, Belfast’s
City Hall must be recognized as being a tangible expression of the north-east of the island’s
demographic, industrial and metropolitan importance in the early 1900s. Likewise, other promi-
nent public buildings erected about the same time should also be appreciated for being conspic-
uous expressions of the era’s and Ireland’s cultural condition, and such a reasoned stance is
especially necessary when examining ‘the swan-song of the British administration in
Ireland’,25 the aforementioned Royal College of Science in Dublin. Built on a site close to
Kildare Street and Merrion Square,26 that is to say the settlement’s cultural quarter and
premier Georgian urban space,27 the college building’s distinctive location, status and scale,
360-feet long and over 300-feet wide,28 make it all the more imperative to acknowledge
broader contexts when grasping the nature and meaning of civic design in Ireland. Erected
‘at the dawn of a brighter and more practical future of greater material welfare’,29 the practice
of civic design in Dublin not only introduced modern architectural and planning matters to the
city for the first time, but as a consequence of the shifting ideological climate, the application of
this art reflected the sharpening of tension between Irish nationalists and the British government.
As such, the college building came to represent much more than an artistic exercise. It embodied
matters of politics, race and religion (Figure 2).30

Education, architecture and Anglo–Irish disagreements

The Royal College of Science in Ireland was founded (in 1865) to help develop local industry.32

Yet, it was only in the years immediately prior to 1900, after calls were put out to create a new,
educated social class so that the modern industrial system could be launched and sustained
across all of Ireland, that the institute began to acquire a native identity.33 To comprehend
how this transformation in perceptions of the college arose, it is necessary to be attentive to
changes within the college itself during the late 1890s and, in particular, to recognize the impor-
tance of a committee34 formed in February 1897 under the chairmanship of Captain Sir William
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Abney, director of the college’s science and art departments. Charged with making recommen-
dations as to how to augment Ireland’s industrial base, Abney’s committee concluded in 1899
that a new building was imperative for both the expansion of the college and the development of
the country.35

Although there is little need to discuss all matters arising from the college committee’s
recommendations, it is interesting to note the basic questions regarding the practice of civic
design, which this exercise threw down.36 What scale was the new building to be, and upon
which site was it to be built? Which architect was to be employed? What aesthetic style, building
technologies and materials were to be used, and how significant would they be to the promotion
of an institution of ‘Irish character’? What preferences were there as to the form that the
building’s plan would take? What contextual matters were to be taken into consideration?
With reference to the last question, as Ryan (1991) has made clear, implicit to the college’s
development was the need at the end of the nineteenth century to marry pragmatic37 and
idealistic considerations. On the one hand, there was the realistic need for the college to better
meet the demands of its students and cope with burgeoning national requirements.38 Likewise,

Figure 2. Top: An early impression of the new Royal College of Science. Source: The Irish Builder and
Engineer, March 25, 1905. Bottom: A view of the quadrangle.31
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it was argued that any new building would need to be sited close to the Department of Agricul-
ture and Technical Instruction offices on Merrion Street Upper, as this would ensure greater
managerial efficiency within the college. In contrast, there was also a broader craving for influ-
ence, a dreamy belief in the need ‘to assemble a number of educational and cultural institutions
in one place’39 in an attempt to establish in Ireland a district similar to South Kensington in
London.40 To achieve these contrasting yet complementary goals, only one possible locale in
Central Dublin could be used, the Kildare Street/Merrion Street district (Figure 3),41 a place uni-
versally known by circa 1900 as the cultural heart of Ireland’s capital city,42 but, importantly,
due to the transformations occurring within Irish society, in particular, the rise of Irish nation-
alism,43 it was an area that possessed quite different meanings for the British and Irish
populations.44 These different interpretations of the structure and meaning of the environment
were evident by the time a site on Merrion Street Upper was selected for the new college build-
ing. To persons with Irish patriotic leanings, the Kildare Street/Merrion Street district was per-
ceived as being a quarter fundamental to the drive to champion Irishness45 through the
exhibition of indigenous culture, past and present, in the form of industry and commerce at
the Irish Industrial Exhibition,46 and art47 at the National Gallery.48 For such individuals, it
was also a critical site in the process of ‘de-Anglicizing’ Ireland49 and of galvanizing a sense
of nationhood.50 For the British, a quite different taxonomy was considered. This environment
was associated with the possibility of cultural advancement in Ireland51 and the ‘uplift’ of the
supposedly inferior ‘Celt’52 through the physical presence of British and their mores53 in the
capital city’s cultural quarter. As such, the many public buildings in the district were understood

Figure 3. Left: The Kildare Street and Merrion Street district in the early 1900s. Right: After the
college’s completion.
Source: Ordnance Survey, 1909 and 1936.
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to have emanated exclusively from the elevation of the local cultural fabric and the social order
brought about by Dublin being tied to Britain’s imperial project after 1801. The new college
edifice, the ultimate emblem of British support for technical learning in Ireland, developed
out of this interplay of culture, identity, environment and representations of power.54

Even though just a few months elapsed between Abney’s committee’s recommendations
being made public and preliminary design proposals55 being offered,56 it was not until
August 1903, when the Public Office Site (Dublin) Act was passed, that authorization was
granted to construct what became known as the Royal College of Science and Government
Buildings (Figure 4).57 However, by this time, conflicting opinions existed as to the architectural
form to be used, and as articles in Irish newspapers and debates held in Westminster at that time
demonstrated, the design of the college was discussed not only in architectural terms but also in
cultural, economic and political terms. Instrumental to the shaping of this dialogue were Irish
nationalist politicians such as Timothy Healy MP and John Dillon MP, who raised questions
as to what nationality the architect should be.58 For many Irish,59 as contemporary media
accounts demonstrate,60 an Irish national was the only acceptable choice for the design of
this large public building.61 Appointing an Irish architect would, it was argued, provide ‘the

Figure 4. The front elevation of the Royal College of Science and Government Buildings as seen from
the junction of Merrion Square and Merrion Street Upper.
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best results as far as local design and effective design were concerned’,62 and the examples of
‘best result buildings’ cited in support of such claims were the museum and library edifices on
Kildare Street. There was much local media interest, prominent Irish designers enquired about
the college scheme,63 and nationalists argued that only an Irish architect could put into a built
form the local needs and aspirations.64 Although the British promised in late 1903 to abide by
this request, the nature and importance of the scheme ultimately necessitated, in British eyes, the
appointment of an outside expert.65 In early 1904,66 Aston Webb, an English architect of
considerable repute,67 was appointed to oversee the scheme. Thomas Manly Deane, an
Irishman, was appointed as his assistant. This decision was not warmly received in Ireland.
The placid comments published in The Irish Builder and Engineer regarding King Edward
VII’s visit68 in late April 1904 to lay the college’s foundation stone69 (‘a picturesque scene
and a considerable social success’70) masked agitation linking governmental decisions deter-
mining the form of the new building with Irish grievances at the British administration of
their country. Civic design in Edwardian Dublin thus became a metaphor for Anglo–Irish
tension and discord.

As comments in Ireland in April 1904 reveal,71 the appointment of a Scot, J.A. Laurie,72 as
Clerk of Works, and Webb73 and Deane to oversee the building’s design – Deane being the
professional perceived locally to have ‘the strongest claim to be appointed architect’74 – was
widely deplored.75 Caulfield Orpen, Honorary Secretary of the Royal Institute of Architects
of Ireland (RIAI), in an open letter published in May 1904, declared that the decision to
employ an English architect exhibited a discriminatory mindset among those in positions of
authority. In Orpen’s view, the choice of Aston Webb suggested that Ireland had professional
designers of neither sufficient competence nor repute to implement any project of significance.76

This, he asserted, was the consequence of pernicious racist attitudes rather than of Irish
professional inadequacies: ‘despite all we are told, some Englishmen, even in high official pos-
ition, regard us as an inferior race’.77 Furthermore, as William Doyle, a member of the Dublin
Corporation, pointed out,78 there were other important issues tied to the selection of the archi-
tect. To opt for an Irish designer, a professional more likely to favour the use of local masonry
than a non-native, would guarantee that substantial amounts of the scheme’s budget79 stayed in
Ireland at a time when its economy80 lagged behind that of other regions.81

As great as criticism was against the joint commissioning of Webb and Deane, the RIAI
along with some sections of the Irish press were resigned to the fact that the decision was irre-
versible.82 In spite of this, and the manifestation of the suspicion that Deane had a minimal input
in the design process83 (‘it is now generally believed that the design is entirely the work of Mr.
Webb, Mr. Deane being associated with him purely as a sop to Irish sentiment’84), the desire
among many Irish to erect a building with a homegrown character persisted. New means
were sought to establish a nexus between the edifice and the ‘Irish nation’, and to explain
why this occurred, it is imperative to appreciate political restructuring, in particular, the
Representation of the People Act (1884).85 In Ireland, the growing representation of the
people in the working of the State and their confronting of British imperial ideology were associ-
ated with modernism. The latter sustained, particularly by the 1890s, the recovery of national
history,86 culture87 and identity.88 Importantly, from this platform stemmed new, transformative
images of community89 and ‘progress’, and a search to express this, which as DiBattista (2007)
has asserted,90 made modern Ireland’s philosophical foundation indistinguishable from the pol-
itical pursuit for national sovereignty.91
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The key to ensuring that the new college building would have a modern native identity was,
as already touched upon, its use of local building materials.92 Leading this particular charge
were William Field, the MP for the nationalist stronghold of Dublin St Patrick’s, and The
Irish Builder and Engineer, the fortnightly trade journal edited by R.M. Butler,93 who together
appealed for the foundation stone94 to come from an Irish quarry.95 This request was important
for two reasons. First, it would ensure that the building’s most symbolic96 piece of masonry was
of local origin, and so, implicitly, this would connect the edifice to Ireland. Second, it was
believed by some sections of the local press that if the foundation stone originated from an
Irish source,97 then it was highly likely that the rest of the edifice would be constructed from
Irish masonry.98 Such an assumption, despite assurances from Webb and Deane,99 and the
use of Newry granite for the foundation stone,100 ultimately proved incorrect. The decision to
use Irish stone (Wicklow Granite) for four-fifths101 rather than for the entire scheme102

incited ire and rekindled debate regarding Ireland’s subjugation by the British.103

Civic design and Irish nationhood

In explaining the Irish yearning to erect a building with an inherently native character and how
this discourse shaped civic design in Dublin, attention must be paid to how the Irish in the early
1900s conceptualized their nation and, with it, their citizenship and identity. But to do this is
extremely problematic and may not be summarized in a few concise sentences even if some
factors, such as widening enfranchisement and local governmental reform, the popularity of
the home rule movement and calls to destroy the Protestant Ascendancy,104 had an obvious
influence on many people at that time. A more generic and conceptual description of citizenship
may be put forward, and in view of this, it is necessary to ask what ‘nation’ and ‘citizenship’
mean? As Anderson (1983) has explicated, a nation is ‘an imagined political community –
imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign’,105 an idea associated with the ‘native’
and what Hobsbawm (1992) labels the unavailability of ‘real’ communities.106 Citizenship,
on the other hand, maybe said to be the means through which a society constructs and asserts
its sense of identity, in doing so, connecting itself to issues of who does and does not belong
to the ‘nation’.107 Within such a framework, various agents are recognized as helping
amplify the worth of the ‘imagined political community’ and, with it, the sense of citizenship
and identity people hold. One such aspect is political freedom. Other influential factors
include taste and its aesthetic production.108 On this matter, Goodman (1988) has revealed109

that buildings have significance in that they can help augment both the sense of taste and unique-
ness that people see of themselves and the place where they reside. Furthermore, as authors such
as Lawrence Vale have laid bare, due to built environments being products of social and cultural
conditions,110 edifices become appreciated for possessing qualities additional to their beauty or
usability. The symbolism of architecture, to cite Vale111 once again, is not arbitrary. Instead, the
conveying of national imaginings in the built form results from the association that people set
down between themselves, with particular aesthetic forms and with what they represent. Signifi-
cantly, as civic design is known to be a continuation of architecture within broader dimen-
sions,112 a venture that takes into account historical, legal, cultural, political, economic, social
and artistic considerations, a variety of factors must be appreciated when seeking to identify
how abstract forms such as identity and nationhood affected town building.113 With reference
to Edwardian Ireland, it is thus imperative to not only recognize how the comprehension of
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the ‘Irish nation’ by the late 1800s stemmed from powerful transformations within society but
also appreciate how this influenced the design process for the Royal College of Science and
Government Buildings. Taking into account Ireland’s post-1800 political and cultural history,
the scheme must be examined within a framework that grants reference to Ireland’s symbiotic
relationship with Britain’s empire, its promotion of a collective identity over contrasting
peoples, cultures and territories,114 and the bipolar cultural, social and spatial structure of
Dublin, a dichotomy akin to that of a colonial city.115

In appreciating the meaning of civic design in Edwardian Dublin, thought must be given to
what Goodman and Elgin116 label architectural denotation, exemplification, metaphorical
expression and mediated reference, that is to say ways to determine what a building or environ-
ment means. This can help us to appreciate how different interpretations and meanings of the
College of Science and Government Buildings came into being. One matter that did not
involve much wrangling in this process was the choice of architectural style. The building
was recognized in Ireland as consisting of a style of work ‘in keeping with the traditional excel-
lence of many other fine buildings in Dublin erected during the latter years of the eighteenth
century’.117 In other words, the treatment of the new building was, to the Irish, a modern
interpretation of their heritage, and even though the building’s form was modified by 1906 to
a Baroque style, this still was perceived as still being attached to local aesthetic ‘traditions’.118

Anglo–Irish conflict did not develop from disagreements over the structural form of the building
or its planning character but rather, as noted previously, from the119 choice of architect, his
nationality and choice of masonry.120

While it is known that the British government’s order for the importation of Portland Stone
to be used alongside Irish building materials aroused Irish nationalist indignation, and meant,
among other things, that the British were going against their late-Victorian and Edwardian
civic design tradition of using building materials from local sources,121 caution should be exer-
cised when explaining why Irish stone was not exclusively used in Dublin. The decision made
by the British to use Portland Stone for part of the building scheme should not merely be seen
through the lens of British hegemony versus rising Irish nationalism. Rather analysis of Edwar-
dian civic design in Dublin needs to extend further, if an accurate narrative of the era is to be put
forward. For example, notwithstanding the decision to use Portland Stone for decorative
purposes being labelled a ‘perfectly wanton act . . . at a time when quarries of beautiful white
granite in Co. Dublin were almost idle’,122 a position supported by some Irish politicians123

and nationalist newspapers such as United Irishman,124 the choice of Portland Stone or,
for that matter, an English architect and non-Irish Clerk of Works125 did not simply boil
down to the government finding ways to purposefully snub Irish desires or obstruct the associ-
ation of Irish values with local stone or designers. To assume that the selection of an English
architect or English stone for the College of Science and Government Buildings’ decoration
was solely due to the desire to rebuff the local community is, in the view of this author,
oversimplistic.

If the choice of stone is analysed in practical and aesthetic terms from a British standpoint, it
becomes clear that only one material, Portland Stone, could have ever been used in Edwardian
Dublin for embellishing such a significant metropolitan project, irrespective of the qualities of,
say, Mountcharles Sandstone126 or Wicklow Granite. To begin with, given that the new public
edifice was very large, costly127 and important,128 as demonstrated by the commissioning of
Aston Webb, it would be expected that the British would use a material whose properties
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were wholly familiar when constructing refined ornamental facings. As their experience from
the time of Christopher Wren had shown, stone from Portland had both durable and aesthetic
qualities when used in an urban setting,129 which, as Blore (1957) and Sutcliffe (2006) noted,
meant high resistance to dirty and damp air, and even weathering.130 Hence, the Irish argument
that Portland Stone was unsuited to Ireland’s climate would have held little sway with the British
authorities, particularly in light of its past use for prominent buildings in Belfast and Dublin.

Furthermore, Portland Stone could also be cut into either small or very large blocks, which,
for instance, could not be done with granite,131 and this was of major significance in light of
Webb’s distinct treatment of rustication by the early 1900s.132 Portland Stone offered him
much greater flexibility during an age when fashionable design consisted of the play on lines
and shadows in architectural compositions.133 Therefore, if it is to be believed that the choice
of a decorative building material derived from the criteria of cost, texture and durability, it is
unlikely that something other than Portland Stone would have been considered for such an
important ‘British’ edifice134 in Dublin, irrespective of complaints about the attitude of the
Board of Works135 or sections of the Irish media interviewing quarrymen so as to champion
the virtues of local stones.136

From an aesthetic perspective, Portland Stone, by the onset of the Edwardian period (when
the style of Christopher Wren was of great inspiration137), was to the British ‘the beau idéal of
urban building’,138 and this made it unlikely that any other building materials, be they from
Scotland, Ireland, Wales, England or elsewhere, for example, Caen in France, would have
been used in Dublin.139 However, it is easy to grasp why the decision to not use Irish
masonry could have been broadly interpreted as being politically and racially motivated or as
a purposeful attempt to thwart the flourishing cultural identity of the ‘Irish community’.140

Portland Stone had a clear association with British imperialism, given its use in, for instance,
early-1700s’ American colonies, mid-1700s’ Jamaica for the King’s House,141 early-1800s’
Dublin for Nelson’s Pillar142 and monumental contemporary projects such as the City Beauti-
ful-inspired Queen Victoria Memorial Scheme in London.143 These constructions led some
Irish citizens to identify Portland Stone with the British rather than with the Irish nation.144

However, ironically, the manifestation of Irish nationalism was certainly not disadvanta-
geous to Portland Stone’s use within Edwardian Dublin (Figure 5). According to Trainor,
requests for home rule encouraged, in his opinion, the British to re-appraise the importance
of their territories, and armed with the knowledge of calls for self-rule in 1880s’ Australia,
there was a strong desire in Britain by 1900 to bind independence-seeking places such as the
Cape Colony and Ireland closer to the motherland.145 Modern civic design, it may be argued,
with its fundamental objectives of beautifying and civilizing, in effect, became drawn into
the task of representing a Greater Britain146 and, in doing so, was taken up as a means of ensur-
ing the preservation of a shared sense of citizenship and, with it, British imperial ‘survival’.147 It
was, therefore, an artistic method of cultural and political fortification for those in power, a
means of helping to keep hold of increasingly disputed territories. In contrast, for those
seeking to affirm their non-British nationality, civic design schemes offered a tangible opportu-
nity to put local ideologies, traditions and identities into stone, as emphasized subsequently, but
to do this, a building had to possess certain basic qualities148: an impressive size, quality
materials, gracious ornamentation and regular form.

In 1912, while the Home Rule Bill149 was being read in Parliament, the narrative of civic
design in Dublin shifted, as a consequence of the erection of a new building on Earlsfort
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Terrace. From its inception to its completion, the new University College building was associ-
ated with Irish nationhood, though the costs of this construction (£110,000) being paid for by
Westminster and its existence150 derived from the Irish Universities Act (1908), a decree said
by one British politician to be ‘one of the greatest services to the Irish nation which it has
ever been given to an English statesman to render’.151 There are numerous explanations for
this subtext. First, the University College formed part of the newly formed National University
of Ireland, a de facto Catholic institution. Second, whereas Webb’s building on Merrion Street
Upper was inseparable from British governmental activities, the University College’s founding
was understood to be the result of nationalist cultural attitudes152 and local demands to transform
Irish education. Moreover, the University College edifice was designed by an Irishman, R.M.
Butler, who was selected from an ‘Irish competition’,153 and the building was built wholly of
local stone (Stradbally Limestone) in a Classical style that paid tribute to Dublin’s, not to
London’s, taste and heritage.154 In the words of R.M. Butler, the University College, although
simple and somewhat severe in appearance, represented a progressive step in modern Irish

Figure 5. Portland Stone assisted in drawing attention to parts of the composition, such as (top left) the
screen at the centre of the main facade and the north-eastern corner of the building, which both aligned
with small roadways so as to establish direct vistas to the main and secondary entrances. The tying
together of the building with its setting, an ideal of civic design, permitted the conveying of visual mess-
ages affiliated with British authority.
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design.155 It, therefore, was intended to be unequivocally native in spirit and style, an aesthetic
form arising from the customs, traditions and aspirations of Dublin and Irish society.156 Webb’s
building spoke a somewhat different design language even if, visually, its facades employed the
same Classical grammar as the University College.

Conclusion

To date, investigations into the design of urban environments in the early 1900s and issues
connected with national identity have not formed a large component of planning history. Pre-
sently, little is known as to precisely how associations between arranging the urban form and
nationhood developed at a time when institutional networks were being forged157 and planning
was being professionalized. Furthermore, as the early 1900s were known to be a transitional
period in the history of European nations and European empires, a time when nationalist ima-
ginings were forming within overseas territories, there is arguably a need to better understand
how ties between the identities of people, formative nationhood and practices governing the
built form in urban environments developed and affected urban design.

In being able to recognize how built environments become attached to the concept of nation-
hood, anthropologists such as Wiessener (1989) and Burke (1999)158 have contended that it is
imperative to break down the symbolic value of buildings and environments to particular groups
within a society, ‘in-groups’ and ‘out-groups’ as they have been described.159 Such a method-
ology, which planning historians have rarely used, nonetheless affords an opportunity to rethink
what town building in the past was and how, if at all, planners were able to meddle with
discourses on culture, identity and nation-building for the purposes of arranging beautiful and
convenient urban settings.

This, in the author’s view, is significant in historiographical terms. It can help to drive studies
on subjects important to planning history, such as civic design, away from being mere exercises
of structural description into explorations that seek to explain the connection between a building,
the already built environment, the broader contexts existing in society, particularly the political
setting, and people’s understanding of themselves. Notably, this also grants attention to building
schemes overlooked in traditional scholarly thought. For example, little has been said of the con-
nections between Aston Webb’s building, discussed above, and the British strategy to hold onto
contested territories, such as Ireland.160 Little has been said of the importance of the building’s
site, which, whether one likes the building or not, gives it significance. Accordingly, if the tra-
ditional historiographical path is followed, and only buildings of progressive form need to be
studied, then schemes such as the College and Government Buildings in Dublin will never
receive much attention. Designers such as Aston Webb, their philosophies161 and their contri-
bution to urbanism at a vital time in planning history will continue to be overlooked. Moreover,
the significance of the narrative of cultural and political development to the arranging of towns
and cities, and the relating of formal planning principles to cultural formation, shall also be
neglected.

The period from the late 1800s and early 1900s was characterized by an upsurge in civic
building, which helped express civic pride, status and the identity of expanding settlements.
While planning historians and other scholars have made great efforts to elucidate the practices
that comprised design and planning at that time, there is still much to learn about the meaning of
design and environments in the past and how people identified themselves with buildings and
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urban places. In this regard, planning history needs to consider what buildings and environments
may mean, how societies determine what they mean, how they come into being and why they
matter – the latter point being fundamental to Heritage Studies. Such questions have great sig-
nificance, given the upheavals circa 1900 within Britain’s ‘white colonies’ and the resulting
application of new indexes of meaning to public buildings and downtown environments by
local populations. These developments not only helped to further erode the ideal of imperial citi-
zenship and consciousness of belonging to Britain, but also concurrently thickened the local
sense of identity, a matter consecrated in calls for political independence. By 1922, Irish inde-
pendence was recognized and the Royal College of Science and Government Buildings became
the new national government’s headquarters. Ireland got its ‘Irish building’ after all.
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